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Iron assimilation and utilization in anaerobic ammonium oxidizing bacteria

Christina Ferousi¹, Simon Lindhoud¹, Frauke Baymann², Boran Karta³, Mike SM Jetten¹,⁴,⁵ and Joachim Reimann¹

The most abundant transition metal in biological systems is iron. It is incorporated into protein cofactors and serves either catalytic, redox or regulatory purposes. Anaerobic ammonium oxidizing (anammox) bacteria rely heavily on iron-containing proteins – especially cytochromes – for their energy conservation, which occurs within a unique organelle, the anammoxosome. Both their anaerobic lifestyle and the presence of an additional cellular compartment challenge our understanding of iron processing. Here, we combine existing concepts of iron uptake, utilization and metabolism, and cellular fate with genomic and still limited biochemical and physiological data on anammox bacteria to propose pathways these bacteria may employ.
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Introduction
Iron is the most abundant transition metal in biological systems, where it is employed as an essential cofactor in redox chemistry, electron transfer reactions and regulatory processes. The capacity of iron to form complexes with carbon, oxygen, sulfur, and nitrogen, and the impressively wide range of redox potentials iron metalloproteins exhibit (−700 mV to +350 mV) [1] contributes to its involvement in all biogeochemical cycles.

The majority of iron-dependent redox proteins harbor iron within hemes and in the form of iron–sulfur (Fe–S) clusters [1]. Bacteria and Archaea show an enormous diversity and abundance of iron–sulfur and heme-containing proteins, which reflects their broad metabolic capacities [1,2]. Some of these organisms feature large amounts of iron-containing proteins. This is the case for anammox bacteria, which oxidize ammonium with nitrite as the terminal electron acceptor in the absence of oxygen [3,4]. The genomes of these microorganisms encode for about 60 c-type cytochromes [5–9], among which are key catabolic enzymes that constitute at least 50% of the total protein mass. Compared to an Escherichia coli cell that contains 10⁵–10⁶ atoms of protein-bound iron [10,11], each anammox cell can be estimated to manage a pool of about 10² iron atoms. The bright red color of anammox enrichment cultures reflects this high content of heme-bound iron (Figure 1a).

Anammox bacteria are anaerobic Gram-negative microorganisms within the phylum of Planctomycetes, and have a compartmentalized cell plan. In addition to the peptidoglycan-containing cell wall [12] and the cytoplasmic membrane, they possess a third and innermost membrane that defines the anammoxosome, a unique energo-converting organelle that occupies a large volume of the cell (~70%) [13,14] (Figure 1b). This additional compartment adds a layer of complexity to intracellular trafficking of nutrients and co-substrates, as well as protein sorting.

The anammoxosome contains the vast majority of cellular iron in the form of cofactors within Fe–S proteins and multi-heme cytochromes [4], which are involved in the oxidation of ammonium to dinitrogen gas. In the current model (Figure 2) [3,4], nitrite is reduced to nitric oxide, and subsequently hydrazine synthase catalyzes the condensation of nitric oxide and ammonium to produce hydrazine [15,16], the most powerful chemical reductant in nature (E°a = −700 mV). This is followed by the oxidation of hydrazine to dinitrogen gas by hydrazine dehydrogenase [17]. The four low-potential electrons released in this reaction should pass through electron respiratory complexes within the anammoxosome membrane via a sequence of electron transfer events to build up the membrane potential. Then, the electrons return to the anammoxosome to fuel the first two steps of the anammox reaction, thus closing the electron transfer cycle. Electron withdrawal from the cyclic anammox pathway during CO₂
fixation is compensated through nitrite oxide to nitrate catalyzed by nitrite oxidoreductase (NXR).

Despite the central role of iron in the anammox process, most aspects of iron in anammox bacteria have remained unexplored to date. In this review we will briefly discuss iron metabolism and protein systems that these microorganisms may use to assimilate and utilize iron. We thereby follow the ions from outside the cell through the cytoplasm to the anammoxosome interior (Figure 3), with a special emphasis on the peculiar cell plan and a final discussion of iron-rich nanoparticles inside the anammoxosome.

Iron metabolism
The natural abundance of iron combined with its redox properties renders it a prevalent substrate for both heterotrophic respiration and autotrophic growth. In the
Proposed pathways for iron assimilation and utilization in anammox bacteria. Soluble ferrous iron (Fe(II)) freely diffuses into the periplasm through pores in the S-Layer (SL) and pores in the outer membrane (OM) (green). Transport across the cytoplasmic membrane (CM) occurs via the Fe(II)-specific FeoB system. The alternative heme biosynthesis (Ahb) pathway synthesizes b-type hemes. Both a Sec-translocon (Sec) and cytochrome c maturation systems S-II\(^+\) and S-II\(^-\) are required for maturation of c-type cytochromes in the anammoxosome and periplasm, respectively. The NifSU machinery assembles mature Fe–S proteins, which are translocated into the periplasm and anammoxosome via the TAT pathway. The yellow box inside the anammoxosome denotes unknown pathways for the disassembly of iron–sulfur proteins and cytochromes and release of iron ions. FeoB at the anammoxosome membrane (AM) represents a possible route for free iron back into the cytoplasm for recycling. Iron-rich nanoparticles (IP) were hypothesized to be iron storage sites, but may alternatively be cytochrome-containing encapsulin nanocompartments. Red spheres represent iron ions. Dotted lines represent uncertain pathways. R: ribosome; SL: S-layer; PG: peptidoglycan; \(\Psi^+\), \(\Psi^-\): positive and negative sides of the membrane, respectively.

In the former case, oxidation of organic compounds is coupled to reduction of extracellular ferric iron, whereas in the latter case oxidation of iron donates electrons to oxygen, bicarbonate or nitrate. These processes involve c-type cytochromes and are performed by phylogenetically diverse microorganisms. Anammox bacteria have been observed to couple formate oxidation to iron reduction [5,18,19] and perform nitrate-dependent iron oxidation [5,20].

**Fe(III) reduction**

*Shewanella* and *Geobacter* are the best-studied iron-reducing organisms and provide us with general templates for the identification and understanding of extracellular electron transfer [21–23]. They employ different, but functionally similar, systems to enable electron transfer from the quinone (Q) pool at the cytoplasmic membrane through the outer membrane to the iron mineral outside the cell. The first component is a membrane quinol (QH\(_2\)) dehydrogenase that is located on the cytoplasmic membrane and extends into the periplasm with its cytochrome-rich domain (CymA in *Shewanella* and ImcH or CbcL in *Geobacter*) [21]. Electron transfer toward a multiheme protein that is channeled through an outer membrane beta barrel occurs either via soluble periplasmic cytochromes [24] or direct interaction [25]. Ultimately, electrons reach the insoluble extracellular mineral either via soluble shuttles such as flavins [26], appendages like nanowires [27] or direct contact [21].
Reduction of Fe(III) coupled to formate oxidation has been reported for anammox bacteria [5,19], and seems to adhere to the same design for electron transfer to extracellular iron. They express a membrane QH$_2$ dehydrogenase homologous to CymA but with eleven instead of four heme binding sites, two periplasmic multiheme proteins homologous to *Shewanella*-MtrA and at least one outer membrane beta barrel porin-like protein [28**]. Although the electron transfer through the periplasm could occur via direct contact between anammox-CymA and anammox-MtrA, electron transfer via soluble c-type cytochromes cannot be excluded. Once outside the cell, it is unclear how the reduction of particulate iron proceeds. Furthermore, how the oxidation of organic acids inside the cell and the reduction of iron outside the cell are coupled to energy conservation remains elusive.

**Fe(II) oxidation**

In contrast to iron reduction, the molecular mechanism of biotic iron oxidation is less well understood. In addition to oxygen in microaerophilic and bicarbonate in photo-trophic iron oxidation, nitrate is identified as another possible terminal electron acceptor of iron oxidation [29,30]. Formation of insoluble ferric oxides in the cell and possible interference of abiotic and biotic iron redox transitions are potential complications [31**].

Anammox bacteria were shown to perform nitrate-dependent iron oxidation [5,20*]. The only candidate for catalyzing nitrate reduction (NXR) is exclusively localized in the anammoxosome [32], which requires either Fe(II) to be imported into the anammoxosome or electrons from Fe(II) to cross the cytoplasmic membrane, the cytoplasm and the anammoxosome membrane. In the first case, export of Fe(III) might be problematic (see Section ‘Degradation of iron-containing proteins’), whereas in the second case the free energy available from the reaction seems insufficient to drive electron transfer over two membranes.

**Iron uptake**

Utilization of iron as metal cofactor of redox enzymes requires translocation of iron across membranes into the cell interior/cytoplasm, where cofactor assembly occurs. Because the availability of reduced and oxidized iron differs dramatically between ecosystems, microorganisms employ different strategies to assimilate iron in their respective habitats. Prokaryotes that thrive in pH-neutral aerobic environments where iron mainly exists in the poorly soluble ferric form use a wide range of mechanisms to assimilate iron from minerals [33]. A prominent example is secretion of siderophores: organic iron-chelators that solubilize iron and facilitate its uptake [33,34].

Anammox bacteria live in oxygen-limited and anoxic habitats where soluble ferrous iron is the predominant iron species and do not possess genes required for siderophore synthesis [5–9]. Soluble ferrous iron is believed to freely diffuse into the periplasm through outer membrane porins [28**]. Although several non-specific divalent metal ion transporters exist, only two machineries are known to exclusively transport Fe(II) into the cytoplasm (i.e., EfeUOB and FeoABC) [35–37]. The FeoABC system exhibits broad phylogenetic distribution and it is the only system for iron uptake found in anammox genomes (Figure 3). Although FeoA and FeoC have been speculated to enhance iron uptake [35**], anammox bacteria only carry the gene for the iron transporter FeoB. The universal transcriptional regulator related to anaerobic metabolism Fnr (fumarate and nitrate reductase) [37], as well as the metal-specific regulator Fur (ferric uptake regulator) [38] can be assumed to participate in regulation of iron uptake and homeostasis in anammox bacteria, but a detailed analysis is currently missing.

**Biosynthesis of iron cofactors**

The most common way for biological systems to exploit the redox properties of iron is its assembly into metallo-prosthetic groups that are incorporated into protein complexes, which serve either catalytic, redox or regulatory purposes. Among iron-containing cofactors, c-type hemes and Fe–S clusters are omnipresent throughout all domains of life, and anammox bacteria rely heavily on these two classes of cofactors for their energy metabolism [3]. Below we discuss heme b biosynthesis, cytochrome c maturation and Fe–S cluster biogenesis in anammox bacteria.

**Heme b biosynthesis**

Hemes belong to a broad class of organic cofactors that use a tetrapyrrole macrocyclic template to accommodate the chelation of a metal center. Tetrapyrrole formation proceeds via four or six universally conserved steps, the G-4 and G-5 pathway, respectively, and leads to formation of uroporphyrinogen III [39]. From this intermediate on, three different pathways for heme b biosynthesis have been described. The ‘classic pathway’ is conserved among *Eukaryotes* and *Proteobacteria* [40] and the ‘HemQ-based route’ is only present in Gram-positive bacteria [41]. Remarkably, unlike the other known members of the phylum *Planctomycetes*, which employ the ‘classic pathway’, anammox genomes encode for the complete machinery of the so-called ‘alternative heme biosynthesis’ (Ahb) pathway [42,43*] that is possibly phylogenetically older than its classic counterpart [44,45].

**Cytochrome c maturation**

Enzymatic modification of heme b yields chemically distinct heme cofactors (a, b, c, d and o-type). In c-type cytochromes, which are the most abundant heme proteins in anammox, heme b molecules are covalently attached via thioether bonds of their vinyl groups to the sulphydrys of two, or in rare cases one, cysteine residue(s) [46].
Regardless of the heme $b$ biosynthesis pathway, Sec-based protein translocation machinery and cytochrome $c$ maturation systems are required for the production of $c$-type cytochromes [47]. All three studied cytochrome $c$ maturation systems (I–III) comprise membrane complexes that transport $b$ heme across the membrane and catalyze its covalent attachment to the apoprotein at the extra-cytoplasmic side [47]. Although, $c$-type cytochromes are likely to be present in the periplasm (see Section ‘Iron metabolism’), the main site for cytochromes is the anammoxosome [48]. Since anammox bacteria express two highly similar copies of maturation system II [49], we propose that both cytoplasmic and anammoxosome membranes possess their individual maturation machinery (Figure 3). How proteins destined for the periplasm or anammoxosome are targeted to the respective translocation and maturation systems remains an intriguing open question.

**Iron–sulfur cluster biosynthesis**

Iron–sulfur clusters in anammox bacteria are found not only in ferredoxins, Rieske/cytochrome $b$ complexes, complex I, and hydrogenases, but also as electron-transferring cofactors of the highly abundant NXR protein complex residing inside the anammoxosome [3,32]. Biosynthesis of iron–sulfur clusters in prokaryotes is catalyzed by cytoplasmic proteins and involves donation of iron and sulfur to the assembly scaffold, maturation of the cluster, and delivery to the apoprotein [50]. Three iron–sulfur synthesis systems are known: Isc, Suf and Nif [51]. The Isc system appears to be the generic pathway for Fe–S cluster assembly whereas the Suf pathway has been associated with iron limitation and oxygen stress. The Nif system, on the contrary, was initially associated exclusively with the assembly of the nitrogenase enzyme in nitrogen-fixing bacteria [52]. However, its recent identification as the sole Fe–S maturation system in two diverse non-nitrogen fixing organisms has changed this view [53,54]. Interestingly, also in anammox bacteria the Nif system is seemingly the only Fe–S assembly machinery, supporting the notion that the Nif system is more versatile than previously assumed. Matured iron–sulfur proteins destined for either the anammoxosome or the periplasm are transported across the membranes via the twin-arginine translocation system (Figure 3).

**Degradation of iron-containing proteins**

Controlled degradation of anammoxosomal iron-containing proteins as a mechanism of metabolic regulation or in the context of protein quality control has not been studied, but is likely to occur. While the anammox genomes provide candidate proteases that could cleave the protein backbone, the processing of iron cofactors, and especially heme moieties, is intriguingly more elusive. Heme degradation, for example, requires the oxidative cleavage of the porphyrin ring by the action of heme oxygenases [55]; a process that is oxygen-dependent and not compatible with the anaerobic lifestyle of anammox bacteria. An alternative oxygen-independent system, similar to the recently discovered radical $S$-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM)-based pathway [56], is conceivable but difficult to identify on the genomic level and requires dedicated genetic and biochemical studies. Furthermore, the fate of iron released from disassembled iron–sulfur proteins and cytochromes is unknown. Whether the anammoxosome membrane provides a route for iron into the cytoplasm is unclear, but we might hypothesize that, if present in the anammoxosome membrane, FeoB could play this role (Figure 3). However, in the absence of such a mechanism iron would accumulate and could only be diluted through cell – and anammoxosome – division.

**Iron-rich nanoparticles in anammox**

Anammox bacteria cultured under laboratory conditions possess nanosized (diameter 16–25 nm) iron-rich particles inside the anammoxosome [13] (Figure 1). These particles were speculated to be iron storage sites, possibly formed by bacterioferritins; spherical, hollow protein complexes that contain large amounts of iron oxides (~2000 Fe atoms per complex) [57]. However, anammox bacterioferritins lack signal peptides that would target them into the anammoxosome. The recently discovered encapsulins [58,59] may provide an alternative explanation for the observed particles. Encapsulins form nanocompartments that store cargo proteins with different functions [60]. Indeed, one encapsulin homologue that is potentially targeted to the anammoxosome via a signal sequence, and its heme-rich cargo protein were hypothesized for anammox bacteria [61]. The nature of the iron-rich particles in anammox bacteria and the proposed existence of functional encapsulins should be the focus of future investigations.

**Conclusions**

Although we have gained considerable insights into the physiology, cell architecture and energy metabolism of anammox bacteria, our knowledge on their iron uptake and incorporation is rather limited. In this review we present our current views on the various protein systems that anammox bacteria likely employ to support their iron-based lifestyle.

In addition to nitrite-dependent ammonium oxidation, a limited number of studies show that anammox bacteria utilize extracellular iron (Fe(II) and Fe(III)) as respiratory substrates. The pathways and bioenergetics involved in iron reduction and oxidation are poorly understood, and this interesting topic clearly deserves more attention and experimental efforts.

Even though substantial amounts of iron are present in $c$-type cytochromes and Fe–S proteins, anammox bacteria rely on common assimilation systems. Interestingly, they seem to be dependent on the presence of Fe(II), which is
taken up by the core component of the Feo system (FeoB). Assembly of Fe–S clusters is performed by the compact NifSU system, and the alternative heme biosynthesis (Abh) pathway produces b-type hemes. Maturation system II complements the assembly of c-type cytochromes in the anammoxosome, and we propose that a copy of this maturation system also provides the periplasm with c-type cytochromes.

The overview presented in this review is based on annotated systems and inferred genetic homology. We identified pathways for iron, as part of metalloproteins, into the anammoxosome, but mechanisms of heme degradation and iron export from anammoxosome remain elusive. In this context, the origin and role of the observed iron-rich particles are particularly intriguing. Slow growth and the lack of molecular tools make biochemical studies on these fascinating organisms very challenging, but investigation of iron-related effects on anammox proteomes and transcriptomes certainly promises to yield valuable insights.
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